
OpenCanStove
Based on one 350ml Asahi can, I came to this after years of using the Penny Stove. Reasons for my 
switch were that I was never really happy with the DIY pot stands around the Penny Stove and the 
rather cumbersome process of carrying a penny, priming the stove with it and the hit-and-miss of 
the penny sealing or not. Anyway, here’s my new favorite, the Asahi 350ml can-based 
OpenCanStove:

Here’s how to build one in 5 simple steps. At the end of this document you will find a drawing with 
all the dimensions and a template for the wall cutout. Have a look at this drawing first to see 
whether you have the correct size can in hand before proceeding with the instructions:

Step 1 – Take the top off:
Drink 350ml of Asahi beer or anything else that comes in the same size can (see the exact 
dimensions of the can at the end of this document). Then, punch a hole in the top rim of the can:



and then, by pushing a can opener forward: 

remove the top lid entirely:

and smoothen out sharp edges with a circular object such a as screwdriver handle:



Step 2 – Mark and cut:
Using a permanent marker and a book, mark the line for the burn holes and the cut lines as indicated
at the end of this document:

and mark the 16 points along the burn holes line:

Drill or punch the holes (at a  downward angle so that the flames will burn upwards):



and then cut at the first line. First a bit away from the actual line towards the center of the can (not 
too far since you will need the center material of the can or you will have to drink and salvage a 2nd 
can):

and then on the line itself:

Do the same with the other cut line, this time you can get straight to the line:



Step 3 – The Wall:
Print and cut out the wall template at the end of this document (make sure the printed size is correct 
– measure the dimensions!). Then transfer the template shape to the center part of the can:

Make sure you also transfer the overlap and incision markers. And don’t worry if the overlap area 
doesn’t fully fit onto the aluminum. It’s only overlap. Like so:

Then cut out the wall in a smooth line:



Next, roll up the wall aligning the overlap markers on one side:

and while holding it tightly together, make sure that it fits into the corresponding groove like so:

Make adjustments if it doesn’t fit and check/adjust the other end of the can alike:



Once you’re sure the marks are good to go, align them again and make small incisions (about 3mm 
deep):

Then bend the corners outwards to hold the layers together:

...on both ends of the wall, like so:



And make the other two incisions at the bottom end of the wall alike:

Step 4 – Getting things together:
The lower part of the stove will be inside the upper part. For that to happen it has to be a little bit 
smaller in diameter than the top part. Do that by using a toothpick, lay it under the bottom part so 
that it extends maximum half of the rim towards the can bottom like so:



and push down with your finger to create an indent on the stove’s wall. Again, this should only 
extend half way down the wall towards the can base, otherwise your stove might leak later:

Continue making indents every 1cm or so around the circumference of the wall until it looks like 
this:

To stretch the top part of the can, find an unopened (yes, I know, by now…) can. Push the top part 
of the stove over that can at an angle like so:



Remove, then rotate the stove part a bit and repeat until the whole wall has been extended. It should
leave a visible edge like this:

Finally, put the wall into the top part of the stove and make sure it goes all the way in (you checked 
carefully before, yes?):

then add the lower part of the stove to the equation, carefully combine and press down with the 
stove upside-down while rotating it:



If you’ve measured and cut correctly, the top part should go almost all the way down the wall of the
lower part once the center wall is snug against top and bottom rings:



Step 5 – Give it a try:
You’re essentially done, let’s try it out! Pour some (denatured, isopropanol, methanol, DEET) 
alcohol into your stove and light it! The stove will warm up:

After around 30 seconds the burner holes should catch:

...which is when you can put your pot on to extinguish the (inefficient) center flame:



Step 6 – Bonus points, if you read until here:
The following are optional. Get some (green, black) 3M Scotch Pad and remove the painting from 
the stove to make it look a bit more pro:

Next, put some cloth or heavy-duty paper towel in your drill:

and add a dab of metal polish or diamond paste to the bottom of the stove:



to polish the bottom within a couple of minutes to a mirror-like shine:

With this shiny bottom (hah!) you can reflect bright sunlight onto some highly combustible material
such as char-cloth, charred punk-wood or some other natural material that was smoldering before to
get an amber and successively start your fire.

Finally, salvage a paper clip to make a pot spacer along the rim of the stove. This spacer isolates the
pot and stove thermally – if you put a pot with very cold contents on the stove, the alcohol may stop
boiling and the flame will then be extinguished. Solved easily, just bend and crimp 3 pieces of the 
paper clip like so:
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